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ABSTRACT
CSCW systems and research aim to sustain productive
relationships over btiers of time and space. For the most

Pm ho~~re~er,tie CSCW literature has focused on sho~-
term relationships or collaborative episodes. Here, we
examine in depth 26 Ienagthyemail relationships between
students in ~wdes 7 to 12 and volunteer scientists who
advised them on science projects. We illustrate the unique
dynamics of these relationships, consider their technical and
social demands, and discuss the potential for CSCW
systems to help sustain long-term help relationships by
better accommodating heir needs.
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INTRODUCTION
The central goal of CSCW systems and research is to
sustain productive relationships over barriers of time and
space. Recent research in the field has examined the short-
tertn help exchanges that can be supported by CSCW
systems, revealing a critical interplay between the
dimensions of tie helping task its associated roles, and the
technical tiordances which keep these exchanges socially
viable [1]. Despite a growing interest and investment in tie
longer-term helping relationships which can be supported
by CSCW systems, however, little attention has so far
been paid to tiem in the research literature. We will begin
filYmgthis void with an analysis of dab from an in-depth
study of email-based mentoring relationships.

The relationships under study here took place between 90
teen-aged and pre-teen science students and volunteer
scientists from across the United States and Canada. Each
relationship continued for a period of up to nine weeks and
revolved around an ill-structured intellectual task:
desi~ing, carrying out and reporting a science project. As
w’ewill discuss below, the email-based mentoring that
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we have documented shares some of the influences
d~cussed by Ackerman et. al., but has unique dynamics of
its own which present unique technical and social demands.
Using several examples from telementoring dialogues, we
will elucidate these demands and discuss the potential for
CSCW systems to better sustain long-term help
relationships by accommodating them.

Mentoring Relationships
While successful people often point to the importance of
mentoring relationships in their development [2], these
relationships are quite sensitive to time and space
constraints. Since they ofien arise out of informal
communications, they can be hampered by a variety of
incidental factors such as office locations [3], preventing
people who might excel as mentors from serving in this
capacity. Where the spatial organization of the workplace is
not an obstacle, mentoring activities may be hampered by
daily schedules and organizational surroundings. Thus,
while programs do exist which link school and work
settings [4, 5], these programs have not become widespread
because the different schedules on which schools,
corporations and universities operate make it difficult to
maintain relationships across these organizations.

From Mentoring to Telementoring
h response to the problems described above, researchers
have begun actively orchestrating mentoring relationships
on-line. Over the past three years, “telementoring” has
become an active field of development in which a
significant financial investment is being made [6-8];
however, reporting on the dynamics of these relationships
and their implications for CSCW has been sparse.

Our research began in response to the practical challenges of
providing students with sufficient guidance for ambitious,
long-term science projects [9]. For the past five years, a
teacher collaborator of ours has taught a project-based high
school Earth Science class which attempts to motivate
~ditional science avoiders by offering them greater freedom
to study phenomena that interest them. k this class, small
teams of students conduct lengthy investigations into any
natural phenomena they please, “so long as they are not
living — that’s Biology.” The teacher imposes strict
requirements on the methods and reporting of students’
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research, but tie coverage of particular content is not
required

~~lle the teacher may be familiar with most of the
phenomena that his students choose to study, he may not
~ways be up-to-date on the current state of research in the
field or the latest ktemet resources available for study.
During the year that this research was conducted, for
instance, a group of young women became intri.wed with
tie controversy over tie swimming motions of an aquatic
dinosaur called tie plesiosaur. Other challenging project
ideas that year included differentiating black holes from
other radiation sources in space. l~lle these were clearly
worthwhile subjects for study, the teachefs own intellectual
resources were insufficient to provide for hls students’
needs. h each case, volunteer telementors recruited via the
Usenet “.scN hierarchy were able to help guide the projecs
to satis~ing conclusions.

Over a period of three years, we have helped hundreds of
volunteer scientists, including university faculty, graduate
students and a variety of appfied scientists, offer .tidance to
tigh school and mid~e school science students for just a
few minutes e2ch week entirely via email. News of our
work sometimes meets with a skeptical reaction from those
wondetig where we could possibly be tiding a sufficient
number of qudlfied people to volunteer their time. For
tiose skeptics, Table 1 presents a pro~e of our mentor
pool, broken down by profession

Profession YO

Professional (en.@eer, consukant) 34

~
Table 1: Professions of a sample of 90 volunteer
telementors

Census data on vohmtarisrn [10, 11] and conservative
estimates of the number of college graduates with access to
email at home [12] suggest that the available volunteer
w’ork~orcefor telementoring in the U.S. and Canada could
be as large as 2.9 milfion people. This number is small by
comparison to the number of K-12 students in the two
countries, but the ratio (1 potential volunteer to every 17
students) is promising when one considers that
telementoring is inappropriate for many ages of students,
subject-mntters and styles of teaching.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODS
\Vlth additional development, we hope to see
telementoring become a widespread application of CSCW
in K-12 education. However, as our analysis below will
make clear, this cannot occur with the present state of
know-how in the field

The question of whether any particular implementation of
telementoring “works” in an educational sense is too
complex to be addressed withii the scope of this paper (it
is explored at length in [13]). Here we will concern
ourselves solely with the social-tectilcal design issues

surrounding how telementoring can be made satisfying
enough for all participants to ensure their continued
involvement.

As mentioned earlier, one of our teacher collaborators has
been carrying out telementoring on an ongoing basis for a
number of years, with little external support. Through close
study of his mature implementation and attempts to
reproduce it we hoped to answer the following questions: +
● What personal motives and social dynamics govern

telementoring activity?

Understanding what people desire from this activity and the
ways in which they may be prevented from getting it will
help determine the practicality of sustained telementoring
activity in other settings and on a larger scale.

● How feasible is it to organize telementoring for many
people at a time (rather than as a boutique program)?

Many people find telementoring an enticing ide~ but doubt
its practicality at a large scale. Greater knowledge of the
dynamics which govern telementoring activity will help
establish reasonable expectations for more widespread use.

● What social and technological supports are most needed
to sustain telementoring?

Having understood the motives of the participants in
telementoring and the dynamics which govern it, we may
be able to identi~ bottlenecks which specifically designed
or tailored CSCW systems may alleviate.

Given these questions and concerns, our research followed a
diagnostic strategy which capitalized on the natural
variation in the development of telementoring relationships
to tease out the most limiting social and technical factors.
Our data collection began with broad-based surveys of the
90 students for whom we had orchestrated telementoring
relationships. A survey instrument based on classroom
observations and preliminary interviews by O’Neill was
used to assess the degree of students’ satisfaction with their
telementoring relationships and the factors leading to it.
~Is instrument was administered at the completion of each
telementored project: a total of three times in the high
school class, and once in the middle school.

Using these data, we constructed a stratified sample of
relationships judged to be satisfying, mediocre and
unsatis~lng. For eve~ project, 4-6 teams of target students
were interviewed in their project groups for roughly 45
minutes apiece. kterviews were also conducted with a
number of telementors involved in relationships at all three
strata. These data assisted in the interpretation of
automatically generated email logs, coded according to an
inductively-developed scheme representing the topics raised
in the messages.

ORCHESTRATING TELEMENTORING
Unlike the ephemeral help exchanges examined by

,.

Ackerman et. al., telementoring is very difficult to achieve
without purposeful orchestration. In the two classrooms
involved in this research, orchestration work was primarily :
performed by the teacher. As the fust step, students are :.
assigned to work in research teams of 1 to 5 when ;

(
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conducting tieir long-tern science projects. k both
settings, students had a high degree of control over the
domains they studied andor the research emphases they
chose. ~Is created a strong need for the guidance that
telementors can provide. h the high school environmen~
students conducted three projects in a row, each seven
weeks or more in len=~, and each with a different mentor-
In the middle school, students did one lengthy project in
wKlch they had the flexibility to craft a specialty within a
larger piece of research designed by the teacher.

Once the student teams identified their research domains
andor emphases, they were matched by their teacher witi a
vohmteer mentor with some expertise in this arex For the
most pm these volunteers were recruited through postings
to Usenet groups such as sci.astro, sci.gee, and
sci.enviromnenL A typical recruiting posting read

Jlentors Neded for Research Based-Science ~ass

I am a high school Earth Science teacher. Our school is
involved in a NSF grant project at Northwestern
University ....

I am looking for oceanographers, astronomers,
meteorologists and geoscientists (and ~d students) to act
as “hlentors” for various student projects. These mentors
would assist my students in their explorations, not by
giving answers and spending lots of time explaining
basics, but by asking questions about the research, the
data co~ection, andor the methods. They might provide
insight to data co~ection or interpretation. BasicWy, to
help keep the kids on the tmck that I run laying down for
them, and hopefully providing professional
experdselinsights when appropriate. We’re sort of
modeling this on the graduate type of thesis research
projec~ which is familiar to rdl of you in some form
myw’ay. ~m hoping this wfil not be a time intensive
kind of involvernen~

Hyou are at d] interested in helping, please respond by
email, and I will send you more detailed information.

Respondents to these postings received Ien=fier messages
describing the teacher’s school and students, the nature of
the projects for which volunteers were neede~ the sorts of
difficulties students typictiy faced in this work and the
time commitment exTected of volunteers. If they were ready
to pardcipate at that poiu~ the teacher matched them with a
tem of students, and the relationship be=-.

mile we had developed our own educational groupware
product [14], we chose tie low-tech approach of email in
ow initial experiments because the wide variety of
computing platforms in use by our vohmteem necessitated a
lowest-common-denominator stratea~. However, this
approach had the collated advantage of bypassing the
introduction of sofivare formtilsrns at an early stage [15],
a~owing for carefi requirements-=~thetig. k ficg the only
nonstandard piece in our technological setup was a custom-
built email routing process which circulated messages
retiably amongst all the members of a research team and
their mentor, sent copies to the teacher if neede~ and
archived copies for later anrdysis. This mail router was later
incorpomted into a larger webbased application designed to

streamline the management of telementoring for teachers.
We will discuss this system and its finctions at a later
point in the paper. ,“

As one might expect given the ill-structured nature of the -.
task, both telementors and students needed substantial
guidance concerning the kinds of help they should provide
and expect. The guidance provided in our designs took
several forms, including a limited amount of direct
instruction to students about courteous email and the
bounds of reasonable requests. However, the most
important form of guidance we provided to both students
and telementors consisted of “activity structures” describing
the intellectual products expected from students (research
questions, data sets, data analysis plms, etc.), the schedule
on which they were due, and the responsibilities of all
participants with respect to these. The activity structures
played an important role in shaping and bounding the on-
line relationships, ensuring that to the greatest degree
possible, they contributed to classroom work rather than
devolving into unproductive chat.

A SAMPLE RELATIONSHIP
A brief example will illustrate the nature of these
telementoring relationships. This example does not
represent the best relationship we have studied, nor the
wors~ but it highlights some of the important general
influences on telementoring in an economical fashion.
These influences includti

● The types of utjlj~ provided by telementoring (an
important part of which is tjmeljness)

● The visibilip of protkgks’ work to their mentors

● Participants’ sensitivity to their roles and the limits of
those roles.

Three high school students (2 male, 1 female) had decided
to conduct a research project on forest fires started by
lightning. Like all the students in their class, they were
required to formulate a nontrivial research question about
this phenomenon which could be addressed through some
form of numerical data analysis, rather than simply by
consulting references. Having chosen their general topic,
however, the students quickly got bogged down in a
fiitless web search for numerical data that would allow
them to pose a more specific research question. As a result,
they missed their deadine to propose a research question to
their teacher. Finding themselves in crisis, they urgently
looked to their mentor, Bruce, for advice

Dear Bruw,

We tried to contact the lady that has all the information
relating to hghtning and forest fires, but she did not write
us back. Our situation is now pretty brutal: we don’t
redly have a specific question because we can’t find any
data), our paper is due in a litie over a week, and if this
lady doesn’t talk to us, we have no more leads to follow
and we will have to start from scratch. If there is any way
possible for you to think of another aspect of lightning
to study and write abou~ we are in desperate need. We
especially could use something that won’t take a month
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to gather dl the research on. Thanks for dl your help and
effofi

Note that from the begtilng, the students’ relationship
witi Bruce focused on a practical problem of some
intellectual depth. The students were not simply asking for
answers to factual questions or “information” about
~~htnin~ which they might locate elsewhere, but were
appea~mg for suggestions toward a viable research agenda
Since it was clear that expertise, not information, was the
critical botieneck to their performance, they could see the
productive ztjlj~ of the relationship with their mentor and
~verewil~ig to invest effort in developing it

The students’ candid report of their predicament was dso
viti to the success of this relationship, providing needed
visibility. k fact in nearly every successful relationship we
obsen’e~ mentom appeared to rely upon re@ar, honest
status reports to provide the grist they needed to stie up
their prot6g6s’ current gods and the difficulties they were
facing. Whhout tils knowledge, it was difficult Of not
impossible) to fomdate the subtle mid-course corrections
that constitute the core of telementoring activity. Bruce’s
nexl messages illustrate this type of advice.

Bruce responded to his protdg6s’ request in a very timely
fashion the following day, suggesting hvo possible research
agendas and data sources appropriate to them. His message
illustrates some of the most important kinds of advice that
a telementor can offer, given sufficient knowledge about a
students’ projech

Good rooming,

Dld you look at tie web site I mentioned in my last
message? It contains the 1995 tie statistics, noting cause
and state. That’s about the best data you can get on-line, I
suspecL H you can then find data on either the acres of
forest in each state (shodd be relatively easy to find) or
the population density in each state, you can look at
some comparison of the 90 of fires started by Ughtning
and the poptiahon density, or the forested area

Taking the population density issue, you should be able
to get state populations from either an adas or the U.S.
Census Bureau ~m pretty sure they have a web site).
State areas should dso be easy to find. With this info.
ad the fire statistics, you cotid easily calculate 50 (x,y)
pairs of coordinates where x and y are the poptiation
density and the Yoof fires started by fighting. ~ch of
these wotid be the dependent and which the independent
variable?)

Do you know about least-squares fi~ or finear regression?
Do you expect to find that Yolightning fires increases as
pop. density increases, or shotid %W decrease when
pop. densi@ increases? Does a Enear regression agree
with what you expect?

With his assertion that the web site he recommended had
about the best relevant data on-line, Bruce immediately
saved KISprot6g6s a lot of titless web searching. The
productive utili~ of this advice was very clear to the
students, and probably helped keep them involved in the
relationship. Bruce rdso offers direction by presenting not

one, but hvo reasonable research agendas concerning the
empirical relationship between variables associated with

●

forest fires. One of these agendas (concerning the percentage
of lightning fires in an area and its population density) was
apparently a favorite of his, and he described an elaborate
plan for pursuing it. This plan would still take considerable
inhiative for students at this level to carry out, so Bruce
was not simply “giving answers away”.

At this point, days passed with no firther communication.
Then the team committed to a research question and
reported its decision to Bruce. Surprisingly, they had not
chosen to follow the research agenda that he had so clearly
laid out for them; instea~ they focused their attention on
the relationship between lightning fwes and the forested area
in a state. Bruce’s response shows his clear regard for his
role and its limits. Far from being irrhated by their choice,
Bruce reinforced it and did his best to help them follow
through on their new plan. He did, nonetheless, remind
them of other avenues of investigation still open:

Glad you’ve got a topic, finally! I checked a couple of
sites that I thought would fist the acres of forest for the
50 states, but neither panned out. I have three options for
you:

1. Cdl the Forest Inventory and Analysis office of the
Forest Service at (202) 205-1343 and ask if the data is
on-fine. If it is, they should know.

2. Email me again with a fax number and I can fax you
some pages that will list “acres protected’ of forest and
rangeland, which is a column that normally appears next
to those on the Eghtning-data web page

3. Do population density, not forested area. I suspect
there’ll be a stronger correlation, and the population of
the U.S. states should be quite simple to find (look in a
road atias if you can’t find the Census Bureau’s web
page).

h an important way, visibility is at play in this message,
too. Bruce’s advising strategy of presenting options and
standing back is adaptive for someone who is
knowledgeable about students’ project goals and their
research domain, but has limited knowledge of their full
capabilities, their commitment to their work, or the
resources available to them. As the forest fires team moved
fonvard with its project, Bruce presented options and
expressed informed opinions, but did not attempt to issue
commandments or usurp the teachefs role as the ultimate
arbiter of worthy project ideas. h other words, he respected
the bound of his role. His prot6g6s appreciated his advice
and took advantage it, yet they did not follow it slavishly.

PATHS OF TELEMENTORING RELATIONSHIPS
The forest fires project was, of course, just one of many
telementoring relationships that have occurred in the two
participating classrooms, and cannot be taken as
representative. As in other instances of electronic help
exchanges, including the Zephyr help instance [1] and
Usenet news, our telementoring relationships varied
considerably in their helpfihess to the participants, and at
times they failed altogether. The CSCW design challenge
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is to understand the various paths that long-term
telementoring relationships can take, and fid ways to
rna~imize tie positive outcomes. b tils section, we will
provide a brief overview of the various paths that our
telementoring relationships followe~ and why- Later
sections will discuss possible desi=~ solutions to the
problems described below.

The simplest measure of telementoring activity is, of
course, the number of messages exchanged by the
participants in a relationship. Figure 1 shows the total
volume of email messages exchanged by 59 student teams
in the two classes and their assigned mentors. As is
obvious, the majority of these relationships did not involve
a large quantity of coxespondence. Wile the total number
ofmessages was over 40 in one case, the median number of
messages per relationship was only 9.

15

T

0 8 16 24 32 40

Total Lfiessages

Figure 1: Volume of messages exchanged by 59 student
teams and their mentors

While large and small volumes of email are one useful
indicator of studen~’ and mentors’ engagemen~ however,
they do not correspond in any reliable way to the successor
failure ofthose relationships. It can be the case, for instance,
that a student team ody needs one crucial piece of advice to
launch its project which is taken care of in an exchange of
four or five messages with a telementor. Alternatively,
messages can be fewer in number but very involved. For
instance, one of the deepest student-mentor research
collaborations of 1995/96 (detailed in [13]) invoIved the
exchange of only 15 email messages, spread over a period
of 9 weeks.

TO get a clearer sense of the varie~ of relationships we
orchestrate% a detailed topicrd coding of all the logged
email (representing 26 relationships) was produced using
QSR ~*IST [16], a qualitative data-analysis software
package. ~ls coding became quite detaile~ with a total of
32 hierarchical categories. Among the high-level topics of
didogue tiat emerged horn the coding were

● stodents’ project ideas (questions to answer, hypotheses to
tes$ or simply topics to Ieam more about)

“ the status of students’ work (what students have done,
how ti rdong they thii they are in their projecs)

● domain phenomena understudy (e.g. earthquakes)

● specialized terminology

● learning resources @ooks, journak, web sites, etc.)

● research methods (including choice and analysis of data)

● scientific practice in geneti

On the basis of this coding, we characterized three broad
categories of telementoring dialogues: abortive, petictory,
and interest-driven partnerships. Below, we will briefly
discuss each of these categories, their prevalence, and their
implications for the design of technical and social systems
for sustainable telementoring.

,.

Abortive dialogues
mile nearly all of the telementoring dialogues we analyzed
(92%) involved some mention of students’ ideas for their
science projects, many fewer (65°/0) progressed as far as
raising specific domain-related phenomena for deeper
discussion. We characterize the balance of the dialogues
(35Yo) as “abortive” because they were apparently
abandoned by the participants. Interviews suggested a
varieV of causes for this abandonment. h a few cases, the
telementor was simply unresponsive to the students: ofien
due to an absence from work. h other cases, students were

*

unable to articulate their needs well enough to get the
dialogue started, contacted their telementors too late for
them to provide timely guidance, or failed to invest any
effort in the relationship because it seemed to them to be a
waste of time.

h any sustainable model of telementoring, the frequency of
abortive relationships must be kept below a certain
threshold; though this threshold will be unique to
circumstances and participants. While our volunteer
mentors generally appreciated that not all students are well
motivated to study science, and that each volunteer received
“the luck of the draw” when matched with students,
abortive relationships generate frustration for telementors
and waste the teachers’ administrative effort. The greatest ,,
concern about these relationships from the designer’s
standpoint is that too many might cause substantial
attrition from the volunteer pool, thus threatening the
viabitity oftelementoring in the long term.

Perfunctory dialogues
A step up from abortive didogues were topic-driven ones in
which students treated their assigned mentors essentially as
research librarians. As in a brief consultation with a
librarian, students’ contributions to the perfunctory
dialogues consisted primarily of factual questions or
requests for references to data or articles. If telementors
satisfied these requests routinely and failed to build a deeper
form of participation in students’ work (such as an influence
over the research agenda or the methods employed in
pursuing it), they could be left with little control over how
the relationships developed, or whether they continued. In
the worst case, students might decide to “take the goods
and run”. Take, for instance, this exchange between two
young men and a geologist at the U.S. Geological Survey:

Subject flood help

=, Rchard, We are two students doing a project on
floods. We are looking for some concrete data to observe.
Our teacher said that you might be able to help. We have
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access to the web, so if you know of any good web cites
we would love tha~ Thanks for your time.

Sincerely, Ken and Cody

Subjecc Re flood help

Jfyou are interested in studying Ufinois floods, the web
site you will want to look at is
“http:JJwwwdilurb.er.usgs-govJpubJfloodinfo~’,which
maintains both historical and red-tie flood (and other
str~ow) data for mhnois rivers.

You will dso want to browse the US Geologicrd Survey
homepage, which is at “http://www.usgs.govY. Note the
fink at that page to water resources, which wdl lead you
to a wedti of flooding information for sites and events
d] over the country-

Let me know how else I can help, especially with your
study desia~ andor interpretation of tie field da~

%Chard

Wile Richard was clear in his desire to off%radvice on the
study design and data interpretation, his prot6g6s’ next and
final message was simply to inform him that their project
was ~hd

Subjecc finrd paper

Richar&

Cody and I would ~ie to thank you for d of your help
on our floods projec~ We &o apologize for a lack of
keeping in touch. The net sites that you told us abou~
the USGS ones, were absolutely great and helped a IOL
thanks again. We dso thought you might want a copy of
our paper so here it is.

Th*,

Ken and Cody

Despite his clear interest in the students’ work Richard was
simply shut out of the bti of the project activity. Even if
he had wanted to take a proactive role in the projec~ he
could not have, because he simply had no idea what the
students were up to (i.e. zero v~sibilj~). Thankfully, the
case desctibed above is the only recorded instance in which
students discussed resources to the toti exclusion of other
matters important to their shared work with their mentor,
such as constraints like project deaWmes, time on-~ie,
their background knowledge, etc. These issues were raised
in 310/0of the dido=wes.

Like abortive didogues, these perfuncto~ dirdogues are of
concern to the designer because they are not likely to
provide the rewards that bring volunteers back to
telementoring. They may, however, offer utitity to students
and teachers in the short term, and tils makes them
especirdly dangerous to the long-term sustainability of
telementoring.

Interest-driven partnerships
Looking only at the above types of relationships, one
might get a poor impression of telementoring. However, a
considerable proportion of the relationships we studied

developed beyond a simple focus on resources for study,
broaching topics such as specialized terminology (42%) or
broader issues of scientific practice (15%). These dialogues
more closely approached the ideal of a research partnership.
As an example, below are excerpts from an exchange
between a telementor and a research team beginning a
project on sea surface temperatures. As the conversation
begins, the students are relatively directionless in their
work having already begun and abandoned a project on
riverbe&

Subjecc Re Hi

Da Byron and Vaness%

> We are two high school students in an earth
> science class researching sea surface temperatures.
> We, if we can find any data, are going to research
> the question: How do the temperatures in
> the Northern Atiantic and Northern Pacific compare?
> And ~ to find a reason for this. K you have any
> questions, comments, pointers, or anything else, we
> would be grateful to hear about it!

You have chosen an interesting topic. Where are you in
your research now?

A lot of data exist on sea surface temperatures (SSTS).
Compiled data sets of historical measurements from ships
are one data source. Another data source is satellite dati
An introductory textbook on general oceanography (e.g.,
Grant Gross’s_Oceanography:_A_ View_of_tie_Earth~
would be a good place to do some of your initial research.

Regards, David

We should note that in his fwst message, David contributes
to the team’s productivity without being merely compliant.
While he provides some reinforcement of the students’
research agenda and offers a pointer or two, he also makes a
bid for greater visibili~ by asking Byron and Vanessa
immediately for a report of their progress to date. Not only
does he get this repo~ but his mentees actually defer to his
judgement as to how they should continue:

Subject We are...

Hey David, currendy we are working on finding places on
the web where we can find out data about oceans and their
temperatures. One site I found to be useful was a site
from a Japanese company (not that I remember the name
or anything...). But I found it very helpfil. We need to
re-write our Background Information (on oceans/their
temperatures and how they are controlled). But this can
wait until next week (unless you think we should do it
now). So thanks a lot,

Byron and Vanessa

Subjecc Re: We are...

Dear Byron and Vanessa

I would start writing ASAP. Writing often takes longer
than you think it will.
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The Levitus ’94 data set has global ocean tempemtur~
and sfinities as a function of latitude, longitude, and
depti. You can access it ak

h~/fingri&ldgo.coIumbiaedtiSO~CES/.LE~S94

Another site that may be helpful to you is Qerhaps it’s
the Japanese site you mentioned?>

h~//dpo.ori.u-tokyo.ac.jp S1/ocetitoohnapLevitus-
map.html

It not only has a fink to the Levitus ’94 data se~ it
allow’syou to speci~ what parts of it you want to look
at (e.g., ody North Pacific SSTS).

Enjoy, David

It took Byron and Vanessa several more messages to setie
on a research question they were content with, but
throughout tils time they remained engaged in their
relationship with David. Thii sustained conversation gave
David natural opportunities to offer advice on writing
reports ~start ASAP”), md .tidance to data sources and
‘drdyticd tools. Because the students made much of their
progress and their thinking visible to Davi& he was able to
offer a greater variety of guidance than mentors in
pehctory relationships.

Ar=wably, the most highly developed relationships were
fiose that involved the discussion of research methodology
(27%). For example, one student team which had been
attempting to grow several varieties of crystrds sought
advice on how to recover from the apparent ftiure of their
experiments. In order to secure advice from their
telementor, they found it necess~ to explain what they
had done, and their reasons for doing i~ in considerable
detaik

Dear Kevin,

We tried to make crysti using powdered sugar, regular
white sugar, brown sugar, and sdt (we cotidn’t get
epsom srdt) we mixed 2 tablespoons (30 mL) of rdl the
sofids with 150 mL of tap water ‘WIM the sotid was
dissolvd men we tied string to a popsicle stick and put
it on the glass so that the string was hanging in the
fiquid. This was about four days ago, but there are only
crystis in the sak and it looks Me tiere’s mold or
something in the powdered sugar and in the reatiar sugar-
Did we use too much water? I used that much water so
bat there wotid be a lot of string in tiquid. Shodd we
try again or wait Ml W the water evaporates? we’re dso
going to do the same thing only put the beakers in shade,
tight COILand on a hot plate to see if darkness, hea~ etc.
has any effect on crysti gro~ti I know that the crystrds
on the hot plate will grow faster but do you have any
suggestions on what we should do with the beakers we’ve
tieady mixed? should we use less water for tie other
experiments? –Katie

Katie’s message is a nice example of a circumstance in
which students engaged their telementors as a helpfil and
critical audience. Katie invests efi’ort in making her team’s
work visible to her mentor, not because she was compelled
b~~her teacher to ao so or was trying to impress anyone,
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but because she needea her mentor to understand the team’s
predicament in oraer to secure informed advice.

SUSTAINING FORCES
As we mentioned above, one of the teachers involved in
this research has been orchestrating telementoring
relationships for several years now on a largely independent
basis. As other teachers become involved in similar efforts,
it is worth considering the sustaining forces behind such
early, successful implementations of telementoring.

Productive Utility
First and most obvious, telementoring relationships have
productfie utili~ for students, often helping them “get into
position to th~ about their research and steering them
toward more manageable investigations. This is a
substantial benefi~ since settling on a research agenaa is
frequently the most time-consuming and least productive
stage of project work. Without their mentors’ attention and
advice, it is clear that a greater number of teams would
flounder or languish in their work for longer periods.

From a whole-classroom perspective, students avoiding
unproductive floundering also has motivational utili~ that
is of particular value to the teacher. Since the teacheis time
is at a premium auting the agenda-formation stage of
stuaents’ projects, stuaents are most likely to be fistrated

● .-
in their aemands for aavice and guidance at this time. A
scarcity of timely guidance not only reduces students’
productivity, but generates filtration which in turn might
threaten the viability of the whole project-based approach to
teaching. Thus, the additional support of telementors is of
value to the teacher in maintaining students’ motivation to
participate in projects.

Altogether, though a proportion of telementoring
relationships always fi~le or fail (depending upon the
implementation and the participants’ expectations),
volunteers’ effort allows both teachers ana students to
channel their efforts more selectively. The time ana effort
that telementors save the teacher in offering guidance and
searching for resources to support students’ work can be
reinvested in guiding other stuaents who need additional

,.

help. The quality of guidance provided to the class as a
whole is therefore improved.

Lightweightedness
Like Zephyr help exchanges, telementoring relationships
are typically “lightweight” for the volunteers: often
requiring as little as fifieen minutes of time invested each
week. All the same, these brief moments can provide
volunteers with unique opportunities to break from their
routine work and contribute something worthwhile to the
future of their chosen field. Students’ projects can also
present opportunities for mature practitioners to stretch
themselves beyond their customary job roles or expertise in
a way that can be quite stimulating. As a Physics graauate
student explained after guiding three stuaents through their
project on black holes:

I really enjoyed it, ana for me it was great. ~a be sitiing
sown, coding all day, writing [computer] programs, ana
I’d be able to take [a] break every couple of says to.-
answer this email and look up something that I wanted

.— !—.
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to learn abouL ....The main timg was that it was
somethiig tiat I could use when I needed a break. I
mean, that’s redly the way I looked at it ...You know, I
can go spend a half an hour learning about somethiig
else I enjoy.

LIMITING FACTORS
W%atpath a telementoring relationship will follow cannot
be predicted in advance, even by teachers famihar with both
their students’ capabilities and their volunteers’ expertise.
However, several issues discussed above and raised
repeatedy in interviews \vith students and telementors offer
explanations for the failure of specific relationships and
point to key desiq considerations.

Low Wsibility
As we discussed above, it is difficult for a rich
telementoring relationship to develop under conditions of
low visibility. One enthusiastic volunteer who had been
ficed with uncooperative prot6g6s suggested that advising
students via email could be “very much working in a black
box;’ ~ls sentiment was shared by her prot6g6s, who
complained that telementorx

...have no idea what you’re doing, what you’ve been
doing, what you’ve gone through, what you haven’t gone
through. They’ve got no clue. -..personally the way I see
it is if they’re not stepping through the project with yow
tiey’ve got no idea what you’ve aheady done, and I don’t
~ie repeating myself very much.

Telementors clearly stier by comparison to the relatively
instant gratification that is provided by classroom teachers
when they are readily available. As the same pair of
students complained

A It’s ~ie one thing if you’ve got like a teacher, but it’s
anotier thiig if you’re trying to trdk to someone...

B: Over the computer. And it’s fike you wait for the
response. And by that time you did something else! And
then you know, it’s like writing about what you did in
the pas< and when you get the response irs akeady done.

These students were not the most dedicated in their class,
but hey do point to a tough design problem for
telementonng. If a mentor’s guidance is to be helpful, it
must be timely, and timely, pertinent advice reties on the
L%d of visibility that cm only be based on routine review
of students’ w’or~ such as a teacher does when circulating
in a classroom.

Since email-based telementoring relationships do succee~
it is clear that some students are capable of Mlshmg
adequate visibility even in as unsupportive a medium as
email. Teachers assist this effort indirectly through the
activity structures and daily shepherding they provide. h
the iderd case, however, telementoring wotid not rely quite
so much on students’ facility as re=wlar correspondents.
&stea& visibiE~ wotid be produced by a more supportive
electronic fiscourse environment and a classroom culture
that honors the production of status documents in electronic
form. We will revisit this possibility in the “Design
hpfications” section below.

Concern with “TOO Much Help”
The lack of visibility endemic to email-based mentoring
not only makes offering guidance difficult, but it can
exacerbate volunteers’ natural concerns with providing “too
much help” to their prot6g6s. Detailed case studies of
individual telementoring relationships [13] revealed the
important influence that both mentors’ and students’
concerns over this issue had on the development of both
successful and unsuccessful telementoring relationships. h
some instances, mentors’ worries led to an unfortunate
“teasing” dynamic in which the students made what they
believed to be reasonable requests, only to be rebuffed with
the assertion that “I know the answer to your question, but
I don’t think I should tell you.” In such cases, students
may suspect their telementors of egotism or simple mean-
spiritedness, wondering: “if he di~t want to help us, why
did he volunteer in the first place?”

Sociability and Developmental Readiness
mile the relationships we are discussing here are meant,
first and foremos~ to contribute toward curriculum goals,
our interviews with volunteers make it clear that they
derive greater satisfaction from their efforts by “getting to
know the kids’:. k a roundabout way, sociability also
contributes to the productivity of the relationships by
helping participants’ build confidence in one anothers: good
intentions, and by opening doors to collateral learning
opportunities. k both of the classrooms discussed here, we
have seen volunteers present students with an “insider’s
view” of a field of work which would be rare for students to
encounter at school.

k the middle school classroom, dialogues turned much
more frequently to students’ non scholastic interests and
telementors’ hobbies or home lives (67Yo)than it did in the
high school classroom (17%). k part, this difference was a
consequence of the different activity structure implemented
in the middle school, which required the exchange of

*

personal biographies as a first step to establishing the
relationship. However, interview data make it clear that our
high school students would likely have presented resistance ‘
to this strategy. h the quotation below, two young women
express their confusion over the motives of volunteer
mentors:

A: I don’t see why they would want to [volunteer]. I
mean personally, it’s not like you’re going to make anew
fiend. I have some weird feeling that our mentor
expected us to be fiendly.

B: Buddy-buddy.

A: Yeah, ‘cause we were fairly businesslike. They were
like, “give a brief description of yourself.” And we were
like, “students, this school, this age. Anyway, back to
what we really need”

Wle this is not a representative attitude, differences in the
sociability of students present serious concerns about how
to most sustainably implement telementoring. As the cases
discussed above illustrate, no telementoring relationship
can succeed without students’ active engagement; yet
because mentoring relationships are developmental in
nature [2] students may simply not be equipped to
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anticipate or appreciate the potential benefits of
telementoring as they begin it We might refer to this as
the “development catch-22”.

Survey data collected at the end of each of the three high
school projects in 1995/96 shed some light on the
imprecations of the developrnenti catch-22, showing that it
is not necessarily fatal. With more experience of
telementoring, students’ expectations appear to become
more reasonable.

Among the items on our closing survey was a 7-point
Likert scale on which students rated their satisfaction with
tie telementoring experience. Fi=me 2 shows project-to-
project changes in the distribution of these satisfaction
ratings for 22 stadents who had a mentor for every project
For clari~, these ratings are grouped into three categories:
“Happy’:(s to 7), “Neuti (4), and “Unhappy” (1 to 3).

NTotethat the number of “unhappy” respondents, the largest
single group at the end of Project 1, drops steadily
throughout the year. This change in project-to-project
satistiction suggests, as do our interview &@ that students
developed substantially more reasonable expectations of
Ielementoring over the course of a year. Alternative designs
discussed in the next section may make it possible to
“boots@” students into more reasonable e~ectations even

A

more qu&kly.

Project 1 Project 2 Project 3

❑ Satisfied

❑ Neutral

■ Unsatisfied

Fi=me 2: Students’ ~eement with the statement “Overall.
the mentoring was a ;uccess for me”

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
This research points to several needs for sustained
telementoring, associated with both CSCW systems and
routines for their use in classrooms.

Developing understanding of mentoring
Because of the developrnenti catch-22, understanding the
nature and potential rewards of mentoring is not a trivial
matter, even when it is connected to practical tasks. Ant
while students and telementors can benefit from some up-
&ont preparation for their roles, nothiig will better enable
them to make the most of the opportunities presented by
Ielementoring than more experience of it

In the best design, students and mentors wotid have the
opportunity to be involved in several telementoring
relationships per year. Another, less demandmg approach is
to provide opportunities for participants to observe other
mentoring relationships while building their own. k a
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recent design experiment in three high school classrooms in
Toronto, an educational groupware product called
fiowledge Forum [17] was used to orchestrate
telementoring relationships in a public discourse space.
While formal matches were made between students and
mentors, and compartments were set up within the
environment to separate project topics, participants were
encouraged to (and did) read the dialogues between all the
mentors and students.

While one might have expected participants to resist the
lack of privacy involved in this arrangement, both mentors
and students responded positively to the opportunity to
seK-monitor their performmce relative to others and emulate
the best practices they observed. This type of arrangement
therefore holds promise for reducing the proportion of
relationships which are aborted by students who simply
cannot anticipate the potential benefits of investing effort in
the relationship.

Increasing visibility
As we made clear above, an important requirement of
sustainable telementoring is that volunteer mentors see
enough of their prot6g6s’ work to provide informed advice.
It is also important for mentors’ satisfaction that they
understand how they contributed to students’ work. As one
volunteer put i~ “I would have been more gratified to know
what problems the students had that I was helping them to
solve. Ifs kind of like if you’re tutoring math, you want to
know how the kid did on the exam afterward.”

One way to address the visibility problem is through the
use of groupware products like fiowledge Forum which
might make more of students’ routine work accessible to
telementors. However, if the system is not to be seen as
creating extra work, the curriculum and classroom culture
must privilege the production of literate records of learning
to assist local tasks, as well as sharing them with external
co~abomtors.

Minimizing management and preserving goodwill
Observation of the teaching practice surrounding
telementoring [13] suggests that if it is to be practical for
more teachers, the greatest technical need is for services to
streamline teachers’ effort, make maximum use of
volunteers’ available time, and preserve volunteers’
goodwill. k the long run, Usenet will not be a feasible way
to locate large numbers of volunteer telementors, and
organizing their effort will be too organizationally intensive
for most teachers without new tools.

In response to this problem, we have built a Web-based
application to serve the needs of teachers seeking
telementors, mentors looking for volunteer opportunities,
and students involved in telementoring relationships. This
system, called “the CoVis Mentor Database”, performs
seved fictions:

● It provides a centralized database of vol.~teers (recruited
by a school board or local community organization),
which teachers can search by mentors’ expertise, teaching
experience, and other criteria
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● It offers an ex~edient way for teachers to solicit a large
number of potentird volunteers from the database at once.
Forms prompt teachers for the details of a project which
have most often been requested by volunteers in the past

● When volunteers a~ee to participate in a particular
projecq they are “checked out” of the database, to prevent
them from receiving further requests until their current
mentor relationship ends. They can also log in at any
time to make themselves temporarily unavailable for
mentorin~.

A more sophisticated and customizable version of the
system is under development at OISE~T. We hope to
make this system inexpensive enough and simple enough
to use that corporations and school boards will be able to
run heir own “mentor databases” to support a variety of
community-based telementoring projects.

CONCLUSION
h our experiments, telementoring has served as a practical
means to support ambhious project-based science learning
in ~=des 7-12. and cost-effective staff development and
education oumeach in adult work~laces. For this CSCW
practice to reach more settings and be sustainable, however,
hvo key social-tectilcd requirements must be meL FirsL
students’ ~vorkneeds to be made more v~lble to volunteer
mentors than seems likely with email alone. Matie tools
aheady exist to til tils nee~ and further experiments are
needed to test their appropriateness for telementoring.
Secon4 teachers must have appropriate organtitionrd tools
to reduce the management overhead that telementoring now
requires. These tools, which we have begun to develop, can
not ody make telementoring more practical for teachers,
but help preserve volunteers’ goodwill as well.
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